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Journal Name

Deciphering conformational transitions of proteins by
small angle X-ray scattering and normal mode analy-
sis

Alejandro Panjkovich and Dmitri I. Svergun∗

Structural flexibility and conformational rearrangements are often related to important functions
of biological macromolecules, but the experimental characterization of such transitions with high-
resolution techniques is challenging. At a lower resolution, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
can be used to obtain information on biomolecular shapes and transitions in solution. Here,
we present SREFLEX, a hybrid modeling approach that uses normal mode analysis (NMA) to
explore the conformational space of high-resolution models and refine the structure guided by
the agreement with the experimental SAXS data. The method starts from a given conforma-
tion of the protein (which does not agree with the SAXS data). The structure is partitioned into
pseudo-domains either using structural classification databases or automatically from the protein
dynamics as predicted by the NMA. The algorithm proceeds hierarchically employing NMA to
first probe large rearrangements and progresses into smaller and more localized movements. At
the large rearrangements stage the pseudo-domains stay as rigid bodies allowing one to avoid
structural disruptions inherent to the earlier NMA-based algorithms. To validate the approach, we
compiled a representative benchmark set of 88 conformational states known experimentally at
high resolution. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated in the simulated data on the
benchmark set and also in a number of experimental examples. SREFLEX is included into the
ATSAS program package freely available to the academic users, both for download and in the
on-line mode.

1 Introduction
Biological macromolecules and their assemblies may undergo
conformational changes as part of their functions inside the liv-
ing cell. A deep understanding of these phenomena can have
profound implications in medical and biotechnological research.
Nevertheless, characterization of these events at the molecular
level remains a difficult task in spite of the major progress in
structural biology during the last decades. Macromolecular X-
ray crystallography (MX) can deliver high-resolution information,
but requires a crystalline sample that limits the conformational
space explored by the macromolecule compared to the native
state. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is better positioned
to characterize such transitions in solution, but it is limited by the
molecular weight of the entities under study. Partially overcoming
some of the limitations, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pro-
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vides information on conformational states, multimerization and
transitions at low resolution (∼10 Å) for macromolecular assem-
blies in solution.1 The method provides overall shapes ab initio
but also hybrid models can be obtained by using the crystallo-
graphic models of the entire macromolecule or its partial struc-
tures (domains) as building blocks. Given the static nature of
the conformational snapshots obtained through MX and the typ-
ically less-physiological conditions of the crystallization process,
MX structures often represent a biased sampling of the confor-
mational space explored by the macromolecule in solution. In
such cases (or when studying homologous proteins), the crys-
talline and solution conformations may differ, which is reflected
in a disagreement between experimental SAXS data and theo-
retical intensities calculated from the MX structure. The latter
may still constitute a good starting point for the interpretation of
SAXS data and the initial disagreement may even be exploited to
provide insight into the structural rearrangements of the system
under study. These concepts will be illustrated in this work as
we present a new methodology that computationally explores the
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conformational space of high-resolution models to find conforma-
tions that are consistent with SAXS experimental information.

High resolution in silico sampling of conformational space at
atomic level is traditionally achieved through molecular dynam-
ics.2 However, when working with lower resolution SAXS data,
a coarse-grained approach may provide sufficient precision for a
fraction of the computational cost. For example, normal mode
analysis (NMA) is a well established coarse-grained methodol-
ogy used to study protein conformational transitions.3–5 Despite
its multiple approximations, NMA based on the elastic network
model6 has been shown to predict conformational changes sur-
prisingly well in comparison with more complex approaches.7,8

The interpretation of SAXS experiments aided by NMA of known
crystallographic models has been proposed previously. For in-
stance, Winkler et al. not only discarded possible changes in the
oligomerization state of blue-light-regulated phosphodiesterase 1
based on SAXS experiments, but also combined SAXS data with
NMA-generated conformational states of the protein to character-
ize its light-exposure structural rearrangements.9

Besides ad-hoc applications, systematic approaches combin-
ing SAXS and NMA have been developed independently by the
groups of Florence Tama and Wenjun Zheng.10,11 These method-
ologies differ in their approach to overcome the structural defor-
mation that follows from the direct application of normal modes
to generate structural models. The distortion of stereochemistry
originates from the fact that normal modes represent harmonic
and linear motions, while conformational changes in biological
macromolecules are nonlinear and anharmonic.10,12 To gener-
ate less distorted models, Tama’s group developed an ‘iterative’
NMA approach, where only small deformations are applied to
the atomic coordinates and NMA is recalculated on each step to
avoid severe deformation of the structure.10 Zheng and Tekpinar
implemented a different approach, based on modifying the elas-
tic network model by adding pseudoenergy terms to maintain
pseudobonds and secondary structure while penalizing steric col-
lisions. In the same article, both methods were compared on a set
of five known protein conformational changes, with the modified
elastic network model showing better performance.11

Here, we present a new hierarchical refinement approach
that combines SAXS and NMA, while expanding the validation
by means of a systematically compiled benchmark dataset that
contains 88 conformational changes (44 representative proteins
available in two distinct conformational states). A key step of
the methodology presented here consists in partitioning the input
model coordinates into a set of ‘pseudo-domains’ that maintain
their internal distances constant during the initial low-resolution
probing of the conformational space. Such a partition allows
one to reduce the search space,13,14 and to diminish unphys-
ical deformation of the structure by treating pseudo-domains
as rigid bodies. Knowledge on domains derived from evolu-
tionary conservation and structural classification databases (e.g.
SCOP15, CATH16) can be used as guidelines to partition the
macromolecule under study. However, to avoid this segmenting
information to become a sine qua non requirement or limitation
of the procedure, we also implemented an automatic partitioning
scheme based on protein dynamics.

Once the structure has been partitioned into pseudo-domains,
the method proceeds hierarchically by probing large global re-
arrangements (using rigid-body restraints) and progresses into
smaller and more localized movements (unrestrained) to im-
prove the agreement with the SAXS profile. This hierarchical
refinement approach, together with the initial automatic parti-
tioning, markedly distinguish the hybrid modeling methodology
presented here from previous methods that systematically com-
bine SAXS and NMA.10,11 The complete procedure (partitioning
+ restrained and unrestrained refinement) has been implemented
in a program called SREFLEX. The method and the program are
described below, together with application cases, benchmarking
results and comparisons with the other available method.

2 Theory and methods
We developed a hybrid modeling methodology to study con-
formational change in macromolecules by combining small an-
gle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and normal mode analysis (NMA)
of high-resolution structures. As explained in the introduction,
the method is aimed at solving cases where the available high-
resolution model is not consistent with the experimental SAXS
profile. Next, we will briefly revisit the theoretical background
and then describe the methodology in further detail.

2.1 Small angle X-ray scattering

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) can be used to obtain shape
and size information of biological macromolecules in solution.1

Briefly, scattering intensities I(s) of X-rays after irradiating a bio-
logical sample are recorded as a function of angle, or momentum
transfer s:

s =
4π sin(θ)

λ
, (1)

where 2θ is the scattering angle and λ corresponds to the X-ray
wavelength. When evaluating a structural model, a theoretical
scattering profile from the atomic coordinates is computed and
scored against the experimental SAXS profile in terms of discrep-
ancy χ2 as:

χ
2 =

1
N

Np

∑
i=1

(
Ie(si)− cI(si)

σ(si)

)2
(2)

where Ie and I are the experimental and theoretical intensities,
respectively, Np is the number of experimental points, σ(si) cor-
respond to experimental errors and c is a scaling factor computed
as described previously.17 In this work, we used the program
CRYSOL to perform the computation of theoretical SAXS profiles
from the structural models.17

2.2 Normal mode analysis

Normal mode analysis (NMA) is a well established coarse-grained
approach to study macromolecular conformational changes.3–5

Here, NMA was applied on structural coordinates using the im-
plementation by Sanejouand and coworkers,18 particularly the
PDBMAT and DIAGRTB programs.

Briefly, a Hessian (H) of the potential energy function V is cal-
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culated for a given set of atomic coordinates (Cα ) and then diag-
onalized to obtain eigenvectors that correspond to the molecule’s
vibrational normal modes. The potential energy V is described
by Tirion’s elastic network model6 as a set of harmonic springs of
equal strength k, that link Cα atoms within an Euclidean distance
of Rc of each other:

V = ∑
r0
i j<Rc

i< j

k(ri j − r0
i j)

2 (3)

where r0
i j is the Euclidean distance between atoms i and j. The

values Rc = 10 Å and k = 1.0 kcal mol−1Å−2 were used in the
calculations.

Normal modes are ordered according to their vibrational fre-
quencies, starting with lower-frequency normal modes that cor-
respond to global rearrangements of the structure, while higher-
frequency normal modes describe smaller and more localized
movements.

Note that the first six lowest-frequency normal modes do not
deform the structure, as they correspond to translations and rota-
tions of the molecule as a whole. Thus, the first six normal modes
will be ignored throughout this work, as only structure-deforming
normal modes will be considered (i.e. starting from number 7).

2.3 Generation of alternative conformational states: unre-
strained conformers

Given an initial conformational state and its corresponding nor-
mal modes, Cα atoms can be displaced in Cartesian space follow-
ing a given normal mode (or a combination of multiple normal
modes) to generate a new conformational state or ‘conformer.’
These displacements can be of different magnitude, which we
measured in terms of root-mean-square deviation (Cα RMSD or
from now on simply: RMSD) from the initial conformational
state. For example, one conformer is generated at 1.5 Å RMSD
from the initial configuration while another conformer is cre-
ated using larger displacements to reach 4.5 Å RMSD. During the
structural search, conformers are generated by combining normal
modes at different displacement magnitudes. Conformers gener-
ated by this approach are ‘unrestrained’ when compared to the
‘domain-based’ or ‘restrained’ conformers that will be described
below. Unrestrained conformers (UC) may display a distorted
stereochemistry and in many cases a loss of recognizable sec-
ondary structure, as expected from direct projection of normal
modes on atomic coordinates.12

2.4 Generation of alternative conformational states: re-
strained conformers

The domains defined by the user or equivalent ‘pseudo-domains’
defined automatically as explained below, will be treated as rigid-
bodies during the first stage of conformational search, i.e. their
internal distances will be kept constant. For this, an unrestrained
conformer (UC) is initially created as described above from a
given set of normal modes and displacement magnitudes. Then,
each of the previously defined ‘pseudo-domains’ of the origi-
nal model are superimposed as rigid-bodies on the correspond-

ing region of the UC to generate a restrained conformer (RC).
This superimposition step allows to explore large domain move-
ments without disrupting inter-atomic distances within ‘pseudo-
domains,’ i.e. stereochemistry and secondary structure of the
macromolecule is conserved within the pseudo-domains. Only
the stereochemistry of peptide bonds at the hinges connecting
pseudo-domains may become distorted in the RC model.

2.5 Structural checks to filter conformational states

To minimize the amount of stereochemical distortion in the mod-
els generated during refinement, two criteria were used:

• Clashes: Cα−Cα distances below 2.5 Å are counted as steric
clashes and conformers with more than five clashes are dis-
carded.

• Breaks: if the shortest Euclidean distance between a subset
of Cα atoms and the rest of the structure is larger than 4.5
Å, the conformer is considered ‘disconnected’ and discarded.

To accelerate these calculations, an algorithm based on k-d trees
was implemented.19 By default, breaks are allowed only for re-
strained conformers (i.e. only in the hinge regions).

2.6 Automatic partitioning of model coordinates into
‘pseudo-domains’

A key step of the methodology presented here consists in par-
titioning the input model coordinates into a set of ‘pseudo-
domains.’ The user can provide domain definitions to partition
the structure, but the method is able to define pseudo-domains
automatically based on predicted protein dynamics using NMA. In
brief, this procedure finds a set of residues or ‘hinges’ that divide
the structure into segments which are continuous in sequence and
move in a concerted manner according to NMA.

At the very first step, the procedure starts by dividing the pro-
tein chain into two (pseudo-) domains which, according to NMA,
can move with relative independence of each other. The same
process is repeated and the structure is further divided into sub-
groups until a certain threshold is met. The algorithm is described
in more detail below.

2.6.1 Initialization

Once NMA has been carried out for the input structure, the three
lowest frequency normal modes are linearly combined (in this
case without additional coefficients) and applied to generate a
single unrestrained conformer (UCinit) that is 3.0 Å RMSD away
from the initial conformation. A list of hinges or hinge-list is de-
fined as hsi and it is initialized as empty.

2.6.2 Scoring

For a given hinge-list hsi, a restrained conformer is generated and
the RMSD against UCinit is calculated (RMSDhsi ). To score a new
putative hinge j, it is added to the hinge-list (now hsi+ j) and the
procedure is repeated to obtain RMSDhsi+ j. Finally, the score is
calculated as the change in RMSD caused by adding hinge j, as
in:

S j = RMSDhsi −RMSDhsi+ j (4)
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Where S j is the score of hinge j. S j is positive by definition,
as when adding a hinge, the structure is divided further into
segments that are superimposed independently and the overall
RMSD decreases (improves). The degree of improvement de-
pends on the position of the hinge. For example, relevant hinges
located at linkers between globular domains will show higher S j

values (∼ 1.0 Å RMSD) than positions within the core of a globu-
lar domain (S j values of 0.1 Å RMSD or lower).

2.6.3 Partitioning

Each putative hinge (every residue) in the structure is iteratively
added to the hinge-list, scored as explained above, and then re-
moved from the hinge-list. At the end of a round (a complete
sweep through all residues), the best-scoring hinge found is per-
manently added to the list and the search continues. The proce-
dure is repeated iteratively, accumulating hinges into the hinge-
list. The search stops when the change in RMSD for a newly
added hinge (its score S j) is less than 0.1 Å, (a termination thresh-
old selected after testing the algorithm on a few multi-domain
proteins). The procedure outputs a set of hinges delimiting con-
tinuous stretches of coordinate points (Cα s) that correspond to
automatically defined ‘pseudo-domains.’ The 0.1 Å RMSD thresh-
old allows one to partition the protein structures in a similar way
as observed in SCOP15 for most of the proteins in the benchmark
set. However, for the cases where a single SCOP domain consists
of different sequence segments, automatic partitioning will con-
sider these segments as separate domains. In the same way, loops
and N- or C- terminus tails with low connectivity to the rest of the
structure are often classified as independent pseudo-domains.

2.7 Conformational search protocol

Provided with an experimental SAXS profile and a related high-
resolution model, the method explores the conformational space
of the given structure to improve its consistency with the experi-
mental SAXS profile. A graphical representation of the algorithm
is shown in Figure 1.

2.7.1 Initialization

The method starts by executing NMA on the input model coordi-
nates. If no domain definition has been provided by the user, the
structure is partitioned into pseudo-domains based on the calcu-
lated normal modes as explained above, before starting the hier-
archical refinement procedure.

2.7.2 Hierarchical refinement

Technically, the two refinement stages (restrained and unre-
strained) share the basic mechanism that starts by combining in-
put coordinates with normal modes to (1) generate a pool of mod-
els in different conformational states (conformers). (2) The con-
formers revealing structural clashes (and/or breaks) are filtered
out as described above. (3) Each remaining conformer in the pool
is then scored against the experimental SAXS data. (4) Once a χ2

value is computed for each conformer, all conformers in the pool
are clustered in terms of structural similarity (RMSD) by priori-
tizing better χ2 values to reduce redundancy and the top ranking
conformers are selected to continue while the rest is discarded.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of SREFLEX. The input consists of a high-resolution
(e.g. MX or NMR) structure and a related experimental SAXS profile
that may disagree with the curve computed from the structure. The
output contains the model coordinates from both restrained and
unrestrained refinement stages. The amount of iterations (marked ‘X’
and ‘Y’) performed during each refinement stage depends on the
convergence of χ2 values, as explained in the text.

The procedure continues iteratively by using the current conform-
ers in the pool as the starting point of another round (going back
to point 1), where new conformers will be generated by adding
yet another normal-mode. The refinement process stops once the
ratio between the best χ2 values from the current and previous
iteration exceeds a threshold value (0.7). Initially, we had de-
fined a fixed number of iterations for each refinement stage, but
in many cases a good solution can be found during the first cou-
ple of rounds and the successive iterations afterwards may gen-
erate overfitted and/or unrealistic models. In some other cases,
the same fixed number of iterations did not allow the search to
sufficiently explore normal modes and a proper solution was not
found due to a low sampling density. The termination criterion
based on the convergence of χ2 provides a good compromise be-
tween overfitting and undersampling. The default threshold ratio
of 0.7 appears to work properly in the majority of the cases, but
this value may also be changed by the user if deemed necessary.

The difference between both refinement stages lies in the way
conformers are generated. During the first (restrained) refine-
ment stage, large global structural rearrangements are explored
by generating ‘restrained-conformers,’ for which pseudo-domains
are treated as rigid bodies, as described above. The top ranking
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conformers generated during the restrained refinement stage are
made available to the user as part of the output, but also serve
as the starting point for the ‘unrestrained’ stage that follows af-
ter recalculation of normal modes for each conformer. Besides
the selected restrained conformers, the initial structure supplied
by the user is also forwarded to the unrestrained stage as yet an-
other starting point. This is useful in cases where all the conform-
ers generated during the restrained stage would fail the breaks
filter or when the structural paritioning was not helpful. Dur-
ing the unrestrained refinement stage, pseudo-domain restraints
are discarded and each residue is allowed to move independently
according to a given combination of normal modes, to model
smaller and more localized features of conformational change.
By default, conformers with more than five clashes are discarded
during both stages, but breaks are only taken into account as a
filtering criterion during the unrestrained refinement stage. This
is done to partially compensate the fact that structural distortions
accumulate faster during the unrestrained refinement stage. The
application of filters at different stages can be modified by the
user through the corresponding program arguments. Finally, the
output contains full-atom structures of the top-ranking conform-
ers (in terms of χ2) of both refinement stages.

For the benchmark presented below, we limited the structural
exploration to the ten lowest-frequency normal modes (7th to
16th), as it has been done previously.7,20 This parameter can be
changed by the user if an extended sampling of conformational
space is required in a particular case.

2.8 Benchmark set

To systematically evaluate the performance of the approach, we
compiled a benchmark set of proteins that undergo conforma-
tional change and for which at least two distinct conformational
states are available as MX or NMR structures. We started by
querying the Protein Data Bank (PDB21) in the search of pro-
teins for which more than one conformational state is available
(sequence similarity > 95% and RMSD > 5.0 Å) in a similar way
as previously described.22 To reduce the complexity of the anal-
ysis, we clustered the dataset in terms of sequence identity, re-
taining highest resolution structures that had been assigned two
SCOP domains as representatives.15 In total, the benchmark set
contains 44 distinct proteins, which account for 88 cases when
the direction of conformational change is taken into account: (1)
once as ‘opening’, i.e. starting from the more compact structure
(smaller radius of gyration) into to the more extended conforma-
tion and in (2) the opposite direction of conformational change,
or ‘closing’.

We simulated SAXS data for each of the 88 conformational
states available in the benchmark set, which during benchmark-
ing would serve to ‘guide’ the conformational sampling, mimick-
ing real application cases. The initial step to simulate SAXS data
from a high-resolution structure is to calculate expected solution
scattering intensities using CRYSOL. Special attention was given
to generate a more realistic benchmark, by introducing statistical
variations to the simulated data based on the variation informa-
tion obtained from real data, as recently described.23

3 Results
3.1 Program evaluation
The overall methodology described in the Methods section has
been implemented in a program called SREFLEX, as in ‘SAXS RE-
Finement through FLEXibility.’ The performance of SREFLEX was
evaluated as follows: For each of the 88 cases in the benchmark
set described above, the initial RMSD (RMSDinit) between the
starting conformational state (startcoords) and the other known
conformational state (targetcoords) is calculated. As mentioned
above, RMSD values are calculated by taking into consideration
all Cα atoms. Then, SREFLEX is executed on each benchmark
case, while the actual input is restricted to (a) startcoords and (b)
simulated SAXS data for the other known conformational state
(target intensities) of the same protein. Once the program finishes
execution, it writes a set of ten different solutions as output coor-
dinates i (out putcoords

i ), and these solutions are then evaluated for
benchmarking purposes using the following measures:

1. χ2
i values are calculated to measure the consistency between

target intensities and out putcoords
i . χ2

i values below 2.0 were
considered as satisfactory, while the lowest initial χ2 values
(χ2

init) are above 6.1 in the benchmark set (average = 99.3).

2. RMSDi is obtained between out putcoords
i and targetcoords af-

ter superposition considering all Cα atoms.24 We consider
the complete superposition, and not only equivalent or ‘op-
timally aligned’ Cα positions as routinely done when report-
ing RMSD values,25 to account for distorted positions which
are relevant in our case. When the resulting RMSDi is < 5.0,
we consider that the target conformation has been found,
i.e. the solution is ‘correct.’ It is important to note that all
RMSDinit values were higher than 5.0 Å in the benchmark
set, with an average value of 9.1 Å.

3. ∆RMSDi measures the variation in terms of RMSD
(RMSDinit −RMSDi) for each solution structure i. This mea-
sure is useful because in many cases the target conformation
is not reached, but only approached. A positive ∆RMSDi

value indicates that the solution coordinates i are closer to
the target than the starting conformational state.

The results of this benchmarking procedure on the default ver-
sion of SREFLEX (i.e. SREFLEXauto) are shown Table 1 and Fig-
ure 2. The benchmarking procedure was applied also to different
variations of SREFLEX, and the results are summarized in Table 2
and explained below.

3.1.1 Domain definition: SCOP vs. automatic

SREFLEX was evaluated in combination with two different sources
of domain definitions:

• SREFLEXauto is based on the automatic structure partition
procedure that is described in the Methods section.

• SREFLEXscop uses structural protein domain definitions
based on experts’ knowledge as available in SCOP.15

When considering the output χ2
i values (which illustrate the con-

sistency between output coordinates and input SAXS data), SRE-
FLEX produces good fits independently of the domain definition
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Table 1 Detailed benchmark results for SREFLEX auto. PDB identifiers for each pair of structures are indicated, together with initial RMSD (Å) and χ2

values, and the results obtained for the generated models (for both ‘closing’ and ‘opening’ transitions).

PDB id 1 PDB id 2 RMSDinit RMSDi χ2
init χ2

i
closing opening closing opening closing opening

4jhaL 1b6dB 8.3 3.5 2.6 67.7 54.9 1.1 1.1
4hqqL 3h0tA 5.9 2.9 4.6 59.3 56.4 1.1 1.1
4hanA 3vkmB 6.2 5.4 6.6 49.0 52.0 1.1 1.0
1lcfA 1cb6A 6.4 6.7 5.5 67.2 61.0 5.6 1.3
4fw1B 1c0mC 14.4 8.4 9.0 163.6 113.6 1.0 1.3
8ohmA 3kqnA 5.8 2.3 10.3 241.6 243.1 1.1 7.8
3uv5A 1eqfA 10.8 7.5 3.8 1049.6 713.4 1.3 1.6
1aivA 1ovtA 7.2 7.3 6.0 36.1 30.1 1.7 13.1
1mceA 2mcg1 12.8 2.0 4.5 95.0 88.4 1.0 1.3
1ngzB 1ngwB 5.2 4.4 2.4 47.7 61.7 1.1 1.7
1yywA 2nugA 11.9 9.4 8.4 55.1 82.6 1.0 1.6
1fguA 1jmcA 8.3 6.3 4.9 85.6 87.2 3.7 1.3
4fq1L 4fqcL 9.8 4.1 4.6 75.2 58.6 1.1 1.3
3kygB 2rdeA 9.6 6.8 7.1 75.9 62.2 1.5 1.5
2h6bB 3e6cC 16.2 12.7 12.5 391.2 141.5 1.0 1.9
1gafH 1aj7H 5.4 2.0 4.0 33.6 39.4 1.0 1.1
2ombB 2omnA 10.3 2.0 6.5 62.6 58.0 1.1 1.4
3rfzD 3jwnH 14.7 12.7 6.0 120.7 99.0 1.3 2.2
4d8kA 1x27D 10.6 9.5 10.1 30.4 29.6 1.0 1.2
4bjlB 1bjmA 13.0 3.3 7.2 99.5 88.3 1.0 1.3
3muhL 3u2sB 7.7 1.1 2.7 20.7 16.7 1.1 1.0
3fweB 4hzfA 11.2 10.2 10.8 21.6 18.4 1.0 1.2
2wvdB 2wvfA 7.8 6.7 7.6 6.1 7.7 1.1 1.0
1k1qB 4nlgA 5.9 4.7 6.0 14.4 15.3 1.1 1.3
3u7yL 3ngbF 5.8 3.9 2.2 55.0 55.2 1.0 1.2
4avxA 3zyqA 5.0 3.9 2.4 8.2 8.6 1.0 1.1
4akeA 1akeA 7.1 4.1 10.0 107.0 42.9 1.1 1.2
1jvkA 1lhzB 9.4 2.0 1.9 44.8 40.8 1.1 1.0
2havA 4h0wA 6.2 4.3 5.6 46.3 38.9 1.1 8.6
1um5L 2rcsL 5.4 2.4 2.2 14.9 11.6 1.1 1.0
1ooaA 1nfkA 5.3 2.5 3.8 9.1 7.9 1.0 1.1
1nfiA 2ramA 10.4 10.2 10.2 52.7 51.0 1.2 11.5
2vkxB 2vkwA 8.5 2.4 1.6 40.7 34.2 1.0 1.0
2w9nA 3b08A 10.3 6.3 6.4 213.7 169.9 1.2 1.1
1p7hL 1a02N 16.4 17.8 10.9 760.5 595.4 1.1 1.2
3fdsA 2jejA 16.0 12.9 13.9 329.7 166.0 5.4 1.4
1st4B 1st0A 8.4 3.4 8.4 62.9 47.2 1.0 4.0
1nc2A 1sm3L 6.2 2.6 4.0 33.2 29.3 1.1 1.2
2g75A 2dd8H 5.4 2.4 3.1 25.4 30.6 1.0 1.0
2uylA 3baeL 5.8 6.7 2.9 10.9 11.5 1.1 1.1
3h42L 4d9lN 8.2 4.4 2.8 81.5 69.7 1.0 1.0
1d5iH 1d5bB 5.1 4.1 4.5 55.2 60.9 1.0 1.0
4amvA 3oojA 23.4 20.4 17.6 18.5 21.5 1.0 1.0
3mj9L 3mj8A 5.7 1.2 2.9 16.1 13.2 1.1 1.0
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used, as shown by the high percentage of cases (89.8%) in the
benchmark set where good χ2

i values (< 2.0) are obtained, as
displayed in Table 2. In most cases, even large χ2

init values can
be improved to final χ2

i values that are close to 1.0, as shown in
Figure 2 for SREFLEXauto. A detailed version of these results are
shown in Table 1 for each of the PDB entries in the benchmark
set.

Since in this benchmark we know the coordinates of the target
structure (even though the program only ‘sees’ the target SAXS
profile), we can measure if the output structures are closer to the
target in comparison to the starting conformation by at least 1.0
Å RMSD (∆RMSDi > 1.0 Å), which is the case for over 70 % of
the benchmark set. A stricter evaluation is to measure the final
RMSD of solution coordinates against the target structure, con-
sidering results below 5.0 Å RMSD to be satisfactory (RMSDi <

5.0 Å). The distribution of black dots in Figure 2 shows that in
general, better results can be expected when the initial RMSD is
smaller, but some exceptional cases where the starting RMSD is
above ∼10.0 Å and the final RMSD is below 3.0 Å can be ob-
served as well. Under the RMSD-criterion, SREFLEXscop performs
better than SREFLEXauto (summarized in Table 2), as expected
given the additional information and curation involved in SCOP
domain classifications.

Independently of the domain assignment used, ‘opening’ cases
seem to be more difficult than ‘closing’ cases (i.e. it is easier for
the program to go from an extended conformational state to a
more compact one). This is to be expected given that the inter-
domain distances are smaller in closed conformations and thus
more interdomain contacts exist, which hinder the ability of the
method to ‘move’ the substructures apart from each other (open-
ing). Interdomain contacts may also hinder the NMA-based auto-
matic partition scheme, because there may be a lower chance of
identifying substructures as separate entities in the more compact
or ‘closed’ conformation.

3.1.2 Isolated refinement stages

As mentioned in the Methods section, SREFLEX performs two re-
finement stages (restrained and unrestrained). Both stages were
benchmarked independently to illustrate the contribution of each
one and the results are shown in Table 2. For the restrained stage,
the automatic partitioning scheme was used, whereas the unre-
strained stage is independent of domain assignments by defini-
tion. As expected, both isolated stages show a lower performance
than their combination (i.e. the full program). The isolated re-
strained stage performs better than the unrestrained stage, which
supports the idea that, at least in this benchmark set, many of
the conformational changes can be better simulated when con-
sidering domains as rigid bodies. Moreover, structural distortions
accumulate rapidly during unrestrained refinement (i.e. residues
are displaced linearly, peptide bonds are broken) triggering the
structural filters that in turn will limit the overall conformational
change that can be explored during this stage. This partially ex-
plains the lower contribution of the unrestrained stage in terms of
χ2 improvement. In most cases (86.4%), the restrained stage al-
ready achieved a low χ2

i according to the metric used here (χ2
i <

2.0) and the smaller adjustments that the unrestrained stage can

R
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Fig. 2 Benchmark results for SREFLEX auto as distribution of χ2 and
RMSD values. For each case in the benchmark set, a point is drawn
using the initial value as abscissa and final value as ordinate, for RMSD
(black dots) and χ2 (empty circles). The axes corresponding to χ2

values are in logarithmic scale.

contribute will only slightly affect the results in this respect. How-
ever, if the contribution of the unrestrained stage to the complete
refinement is evaluated using the RMSD-based metrics, the unre-
strained stage contributes with an average of 10% improvement
over the isolated restrained stage.

Details regarding the differences between the restrained and
unrestrained refinement stages output are further explained using
the examples below.

3.2 Application examples
In this section we describe several SREFLEX applications in more
detail to illustrate both the possibilities and limitations of the
method. The first two examples (adenylate kinase and DNA-
binding domain) are based on simulated SAXS data to show how
the different refinement stages and domain assignments may af-
fect the results. The third example (calmodulin), also based on
simulated SAXS profiles, illustrates the limitations of the algo-
rithm. The two last cases (MurA and Josephin domain) demon-
strate the practical application of SREFLEX using experimental
SAXS data.

3.2.1 Adenylate kinase, hybrid SAXS modeling example

The interconversion between adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and
its tri- and monophosphate counterparts (ATP, AMP), catalyzed
by adenylate kinase, is an essential reaction in living cells. This
enzyme goes through a conformational change during catalysis
with different intermediate steps known crystallographically,26 of
which two have been incorporated into our systematically com-
piled benchmark set. An open conformational state is found in
PDB entry 4ake, while PDB:1ake corresponds to the same Es-
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Table 2 Benchmark results for SREFLEX auto, SREFLEX scop and for the isolated refinement stages (restrained and unrestrained). The different
conformational change subsets (closing, opening and total) are indicated and results are shown as percentages of cases according to each type of
evaluation: (1) final χ2

i below 2.0, (2) improvement in terms of output RMSD against target structure (∆RMSDi > 1.0 Å) and (3) output RMSD against
target (RMSDi) below 5.0 Å.

evaluation χ2
i < 2.0 ∆RMSDi > 1.0 Å RMSDi < 5.0 Å

movement closing opening total closing opening total closing opening total
SREFLEXauto 93.2 86.4 89.8 84.1 72.7 78.4 56.8 47.7 52.3
SREFLEXscop 93.2 86.4 89.8 79.5 72.7 76.1 63.6 52.3 58.0
restrained 88.6 84.1 86.4 77.3 65.9 71.6 54.5 40.9 47.7
unrestrained 29.5 18.2 23.9 70.5 59.1 64.8 27.3 29.5 28.4

cherichia coli protein in a closed state, bound to an inhibitor.
SREFLEXauto separates the open conformation in three sequence
segments forming structural pseudo-domains that closely match
the SCOP classification, grouping the AMP-binding and central
CORE domains into a single pseudo-domain separated from the
highly flexible LID domain. The native conformational change is
illustrated in Figure 3A by drawing the vectors connecting equiv-
alent residues from the open to the closed conformation. During
the first or restrained stage of refinement, SREFLEX moves both
pseudo-domains with respect to each other following a combina-
tion of 3 normal modes and these vectors are displayed in Figure
3B as an intermediate or restrained solution. Once the best so-
lutions from the restrained stage have been selected, the pseudo-
domain restrain is removed and residues are allowed to move
freely with respect to each other following recalculated normal
modes. The outcome of the complete procedure (restrained plus
unrestrained refinement) is shown in Figure 3C. The consistency
between the initial open conformational state of adenylate kinase
and the simulated SAXS profile for the closed conformation im-
proves considerably during the first stage of refinement and is
further improved during the unrestrained stage, as shown by the
corresponding SAXS curves shown in Figure 3D.

It is interesting to note that in this case, a user familiar with
the structural features of adenylate kinase may improve the re-
sults obtained in the restrained stage by further splitting the pro-
tein into three structural domains (LID, NMP and CORE) a priori,
instead of two as it is done automatically or with SCOP (i.e. NMP-
CORE and LID). Partitioning adenylate kinase in three domains
allows SREFLEX to produce a better fit to the SAXS profile and to
the target structure in terms of RMSD during the initial restrained
refinement stage. However, when the unrestrained refinement
stage is applied on the outcome of the different pseudo-domain
definitions, the final models are almost identical.

3.2.2 DNA binding, domain assignment changes results

The next example is related to a single-stranded-DNA-binding
protein (SSB). Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, together with
mitochondia, phages and viruses require SSBs for essential
DNA function.27 This protein undergoes a large conformational
change upon DNA binding and different structures are known for
both bound and unbound states of the DNA binding region. In
this case, the benchmark set contains a DNA-bound (PDB:1jmc)
and an unbound structure (PDB:1fgu) at 8.3 Å RMSD of each
other. When modeling the conformational rearrangement start-
ing from the unbound state coordinates guided by the simulated
SAXS profile of the DNA-bound state, the results are different in
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Fig. 4 DNA-binding domain, modeling the unbound-bound transition.
SAXS profiles show the better consistency to the target profile (dots) of
the SREFLEX scop model over the SREFLEX auto model. Structures
shown correspond to: A) The SREFLEX scop model in red superimposed
to the target structure in green. B) Pseudo-domains as defined by
SREFLEX auto. C) SCOP domains used by SREFLEX scop, vectors show
the modeled movement.

terms of accuracy for SREFLEXauto and SREFLEXscop as shown in
Figure 4. SREFLEXauto partitions the structure into smaller do-
mains, probably due to high flexibility and low interconnection of
the ‘tips’ shown in yellow and red in Figure 4C. The difference in
the domain partition leads to different solution models, the SRE-
FLEXauto model is better than the initial structure but still at 6.4
Å RMSD, while the SREFLEXscop model is much closer to the tar-
get conformation, at 2.5 Å RMSD. Despite the good agreement
with the target structure, a break in the backbone chain can be
observed at the hinge of the model in Figure 4A. This is a conse-
quence of the automatic partitioning of the structure during the
restrained refinement stage performed by SREFLEXauto.

3.2.3 Calmodulin, limitations of the approach

The example in this section is specifically selected to demonstrate
the limitations of the approach but also of SAXS modeling in gen-
eral. Calmodulin is a widely studied calcium sensor protein that
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Fig. 3 Adenylate kinase conformational change modeled by SREFLEX auto through the refinement of the initial conformation based on the target SAXS
profile. A) The native conformational change that adenylate kinase undergoes upon catalytic activity. Vectors have been drawn connecting equivalent
residues from the open or unliganded state in blue (PDB:4ake) of a single protein chain to the liganded or closed conformation (PDB:1ake), of which
the structure is not shown to improve clarity. B) An intermediate step of the refinement, where the conformational change displayed is the outcome of
the first refinement stage (restrained movement) of SREFLEX based on the initial conformation, its automatic partitioning and the target SAXS profile.
C) The complete SREFLEX auto simulated movement, after both refinement stages (i.e. restrained + unrestrained) have been completed as explained
in the text. D) Corresponding theoretical SAXS profiles, where the improved consistency can be observed against the simulated data (dots).
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Fig. 5 Limitations of the approach. Two known structures of calmodulin
in different conformation are shown superimposed, even though they
differ considerably (RMSD is 10.2 Å). The corresponding theoretical
SAXS profiles are very similar, meaning that in this case SREFLEX will
not be able to model the conformational change as explained in the text.

plays a major role as an intermediate messenger in calcium sig-
nalling within eukaryotic cells.28 As part of its function, calmod-
ulin undergoes large conformational changes upon calcium bind-
ing. Many calmodulin structures are available at the PDB, in dif-
ferent binding states and conditions. We have selected two con-
formations (found in PDB entries 2og5 and 1qx5) to show an
example where SREFLEX will not be able to identify the confor-
mational transition. Indeed, both conformations differ consider-
ably in terms of atomic positions (10.2 Å RMSD after superposi-
tion using the program MAMMOTH25), but the change provides
little modification of the overall shape of the protein leading to
very minor alterations in the SAXS profiles (Figure 5). The parti-
cle radius of gyration (Rg) also changes marginally between the
two structures (18.0 Å for 2og5 and 17.7 Å for 1qx5). In such
cases, SREFLEX may slightly improve the (already good) consis-
tency with the SAXS profile, but it is not expected to find a proper
solution in terms of RMSD, given that the SAXS profiles are simi-
lar to each other and would not guide the conformational search.
One should however note that this is not a limitation of SREFLEX
but rather an inherent limitation of SAXS-based refinement ap-
proaches. Furthermore, the complexity of this particular confor-
mational change probably exceeds what can be simulated with a
limited combination of normal modes.

3.2.4 MurA, fosfomycin antibiotic target

The enzyme UDP-N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-GlcNAc) enolpyru-
vyltransferase (MurA) catalyzes the committed step in petidogly-
can synthesis and is the target of the broad-spectrum antibiotic
fosfomycin. MurA undergoes conformational changes upon bind-
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Fig. 6 MurA structures of the open (PDB:1naw, blue) and closed
(PDB:1uae, cyan) conformation are shown superimposed. The catalytic
residue Cys115 is marked with a sphere. Vectors show the transition
modeled by SREFLEX auto, starting from the open conformation and
guided by the experimental SAXS profile of the inhibited protein (dots).
Theoretical SAXS curves for the mentioned structures are shown as
well.

ing of UDP-GlcNAc, and these have been investigated by MX and
SAXS, with the SAXS data and the crystal structures available for
both the liganded and unliganded conformational states.29 In this
case, we used SREFLEXauto to model the conformational change
using the crystallographic structure of one state and the SAXS
profile of the other conformational state. SREFLEXscop could not
be used, because SCOP assigns the protein to be a single domain
for the entire chain. SREFLEXauto improved the consistency with
the SAXS profiles, as shown in Figure 6. The starting χ2

init values
were 2.4 for the closing transition and 3.3 for the opening transi-
tion, while the final χ2

i values were 1.2 and 1.1, respectively. In
both directions, the structure was ‘opened’ or ‘closed’ as expected
from the experimental SAXS profile (as observed from changes in
the radius of gyration). The program performed small rotations
of the domains relative to each other rendering slightly higher
RMSD values when comparing the obtained models with the cor-
responding MX structures. Improvements in terms of RMSD were
obtained when we applied the isolated unrestrained refinement:
while starting from RMSDinit = 2.4 Å, the final RMSD was 1.7 Å,
but these models showed less consistency with the experimental
SAXS data (χ2

i = 1.4).

3.2.5 Josephin domain

Josephin is the N-terminal domain of ataxin-3, a human pro-
tein involved in the disease known as spinocerebellar ataxia of
type 3. This domain is the only constitutively folded region of
ataxin-3 and where its main biological function is localized.30
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Fig. 7 Josephin domain of ataxin-3. PDB entries corresponding to two
different conformations are shown superimposed (PDB:2aga in blue,
PDB:1yzb in cyan). Vectors show the conformational change modeled
by SREFLEX auto when starting from PDB:2aga and guided by
experimental SAXS profile of the protein (dots). Theoretical SAXS
intensities for the mentioned structures are plotted as well.

Besides the structure solved by Nicastro et al. (PDB:1yzb), a
different conformational state for the same domain was pub-
lished by Mao and collaborators showing a more compact con-
formation (PDB:2aga).31 Independent SAXS experiments sup-
ported the more extended conformational state.32 We tested if
SREFLEXauto was able to reach the extended conformational state
published by Nicastro et al. starting from the more compact struc-
ture published later and using the available experimental SAXS
data to guide the simulation. As in the MurA case, SREFLEXscop

was not used, because the SCOP assignment for the structure con-
sists in a single domain. Improvements in terms of χ2 and radius
of gyration for the generated models in respect to the initial con-
formational state (PDB:2aga) were observed, as well as a more
similar shape as shown in Figure 7. The core of the domain is not
modified, but the hairpin loop is extended (on the right side of
the structures shown in Figure 7), resembling the extended con-
formation observed in PDB:1yzb. The N- and C-terminus tails are
extended by the program further away from the structure, but
this can be expected as they are probably unstructured. Overall,
besides better consistency to the experimental SAXS data (start-
ing χ2

init = 2.15 and final χ2
i = 0.97), there was an improvement

in terms of RMSD (RMSDinit = 6.0 Å, to a final RMSD of 5.1 Å)
when using PDB:1yzb as a reference.

3.3 Execution times and technical remarks

The execution times of SREFLEX depend on multiple parameters,
in particular on the speed of χ2 convergence, which is hard to

predict from the protein size or shape. For the benchmark set, the
average running time using a single processor core (Intel Core i7-
3770) was 21 minutes, with the shortest calculations finishing in
5 minutes and the longest in 2.5 hours. Running time of the NMA
component increases exponentially with the amount of residues
in the input coordinates, but this calculation is performed only
once at the beginning of each refinement stage and thus requires
a small part of CPU time. Most of calculation time is spend pre-
dicting theoretical scattering profiles of conformer coordinates for
their scoring against the SAXS profile. To accelerate the process,
this task can run in parallel threads, taking advantage of multi-
core or multi-CPU processors. For example, when using 8 cores,
the running time of the adenylate kinase example (214 residues)
is 2 minutes, while 7 minutes are needed with a single core. Bet-
ter running times are expected once the other sections of the pro-
gram are parallelized (e.g. filtering and NMA). Even though NMA,
filtering and superpositions are computed using Cα atoms, con-
formers for scoring against SAXS data and output structures are
generated using all non-hydrogen atoms available (i.e. rotations
and translations are applied on a per-residue basis). Technically,
the program can handle multiple protein chains and nucleotide
residues as well, but these features were not tested thoroughly.

4 Discussion
The approach presented in this work is aimed to aid in cases
where only one conformational state is known from the crystallo-
graphic structure or model and this model does not match the cor-
responding SAXS data. Thus, an ideal benchmark set would con-
tain crystallographic structures and corresponding experimental
SAXS data in relative disagreement. Given the obvious fundamen-
tal difficulties in obtaining such information for a large number
of distinct proteins, we simulated SAXS profiles for the 88 con-
formational states present in the benchmark set. Simulated SAXS
profiles have been used previously to benchmark a hybrid model-
ing procedure based on NMA and SAXS, but using smaller number
of benchmarking cases (7 pairs) and a stricter RMSD threshold (2
to 3 Å).11

All cases in our benchmark set start with large conformational
differences above 5.0 Å RMSD, and given that the resolution of
SAXS is not better than 10 Å, obtaining solution models below
5.0 Å RMSD of the target structure is a positive outcome. Even
though the 5.0 Å RMSD threshold could be considered permissive,
the benchmark used in this work is challenging, and this can be
emphasized by using as a reference the alternative method ‘Flex-
FitSaxs.’11 FlexFitSaxs is also based on NMA and uses a modified
version of the elastic network model to flexibly fit a structure to
a SAXS profile. In their article, the authors evaluated the per-
formance of FlexFitSaxs on a handful of cases and compared it to
another related approach by the group of Florence Tama,10 show-
ing comparatively better performance for FlexFitSaxs. When we
execute FlexFitSaxs on the benchmark set, it is able to generate a
solution within 5.0 Å RMSD of the target structure for 29.6% of
the cases. It is important to note that FlexFitSaxs does not parti-
tion the structure or exploit explicit domain information, and so
it is comparable to a testing version of SREFLEX where only the
unrestrained refinement stage is used (28.4%). These results in-
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dicate that the hierarchical refinement based on pseudo-domains
plays an important role. Besides probably mimicking better cer-
tain protein conformational changes of modular nature, the rigid-
body approach also reduces the conformational search space, as
previously described.13,14 As indicated in Table 2, SREFLEX per-
forms considerably better by combining both restrained and unre-
strained refinement (52.3%), and the results are further improved
by incorporating SCOP domain definitions (58%), as these in-
clude expert’s curation of protein structures into the process. For
compatibility with the previous publications, we did also compile
the refinement statistics for the stricter threshold of 3.0 Å RMSD.
The percentage of ‘successful’ reconstructions is expectedly lower
(27.3% of cases for both SREFLEXauto and SREFLEXscop). FlexFit-
Saxs fulfils this threshold in 9.1% cases.

Information on biological domains may not always be avail-
able, and databases like SCOP may not subdivide the structure,
as in the above cases of MurA and the Josephin domain. In such
cases, the automatic partitioning procedure is useful, even at the
expense of a slightly lower performance, as shown in Table 2 and
by the SSB example (Figure 4). Approaches to divide a macro-
molecule into subdomains based on normal modes have been
suggested and implemented previously.12,33 Shudler and Niv cal-
culated the correlation among normal modes to partition protein
kinase structures into subdomains.33 We followed a somewhat
different path by splitting the input structure into a set of pseudo-
domains for which internal distances are barely modified by low-
frequency normal modes. This works well on a variety of pro-
tein folds checked (i.e. particularly difficult cases with large rota-
tions of closely attached domains). On 77% of the benchmark set,
the automatic procedure returns the same amount of domains as
SCOP, while the remaining structures were divided into a larger
number of pseudo-domains. One such cases is shown in Figure
4. We did not test the automatic partitioning procedure exten-
sively, and work is ongoing to further improve its performance, in
particular for the domains comprising more than one continuous
sequence of residues, and for loops, N/C-terminus tails, or other
regions with low connectivity to the rest of the structure.

Other limitations in SREFLEX are related to the nature of both
NMA and SAXS. NMA is a coarse-grained approach to describe
protein flexibility and, despite its good results in predicting dy-
namics and conformational change,8 a more complete simula-
tion of atomic interactions, using for example molecular dynamics
(MD) may improve the overall results.34,35 MD can also be incor-
porated into the prediction of theoretical scattering, in terms of
explicit solvent and atomic fluctuations, as recently described.36

As expected, these calculations require considerably more com-
putational work and the current SREFLEX running times in the
order of minutes would be extended to many hours or days. Nev-
ertheless, relaxing stereochemical considerations may still be use-
ful, as illustrated by the SSB example shown in Figure 4A, where
the peptidic chain is broken during the restrained refinement as a
shortcut to provide a meaningful model. Even if using MD could
be beneficial, other limitations would still apply. For example, dif-
ferent conformational states may present similar shapes that are
hard to distinguish from the SAXS profile.37 Actually, the differ-
ence between the benchmark results for the evaluation criterion

related to χ2 (consistency between model coordinates and SAXS
profile) and the criteria that take the target coordinates into con-
sideration (RMSD values) shown in Table 2, illustrates that the
conformational states differing considerably in terms of RMSD,
may still display the same ‘shape’ defining the SAXS profile.38 A
concrete example of such ambiguity is calmodulin case in Figure
5. It must also be noted that, as seen in the results obtained
for the MurA example when using the isolated unrestrained re-
finement stage, improvements in RMSD may not always correlate
with better consistency to the SAXS experiment. Furthermore, the
benchmark dataset of conformational change used in this work
was build based on pairs of conformational states, representing
a selected subset of the variety of conformations that a protein
may explore. Thus, some of the conformational states found by
the programs tested may exist in reality, even if not matching the
particular structural snapshot that we used as a target for evalua-
tion.

Obviously, SREFLEX will be sensitive to the quality of SAXS data
used, meaning that errors in buffer subtraction, radiation damage
and other issues that decrease the quality of experimental SAXS
data will limit the performance of the approach. In this respect,
the restraints implemented (checks for breaks and clashes) are
very important to prevent the program from creation of unreal-
istic models that fit low quality data. When using experimental
SAXS data of good quality, very reasonable results may be reached
by SREFLEXauto, as illustrated by the MurA and Josephin domain
examples presented above.

5 Concluding remarks
The hybrid modeling procedure presented here integrates differ-
ent sources of information: high-resolution structures are used as
a starting point, NMA predicts accessible conformational changes,
domain assignments reduce the search space and the experimen-
tal SAXS profile guides the hierarchical conformational sampling
to construct full-atom models that should correspond better to the
conformation of the macromolecule in solution. Very importantly,
the procedure provides direct insight about the conformational
changes.

The complete approach has been implemented as
a C++ computer program called SREFLEX, which is
available to the scientific community for download
as part of the ATSAS package39 at http://www.embl-
hamburg.de/biosaxs/download.html and also as a web-server
at http://www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/online.html. Given
its performance, speed and ease-of-use, we expect SREFLEX to
aid structural biologists in the interpretation of experiments
combining SAXS and high-resolution models.
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